Volunteer Whitworth
.451”
.45

451-114
450 gr.

457-121-PH
475 gr.

.50
Plains

.54
Plains

508-656
395 gr.

548-657
450 gr

.54	   .58
Minie	   Wadcutter

542-622
425 gr.

575-494
315 gr.

Old
Style

New
Style

Parker
Hale

Enfield
Target

575-213OS
460 gr.

575-213
510 gr.

575-213PH
566 gr.

577-611
530 gr.

Plains Bullet Molds:
Tapered for easy loading, large deep grooves hold lubricant to keep
fouling soft, for accuracy without leading, similar to Hornady bullet.
#Lyman-508-656 Plains Bullet mold, .50 caliber, 395 grain, 1 cavity
#Lyman-548-657 Plains Bullet mold, .54 caliber, 450 grain, 1 cavity
#Lyman-(number)
Plains Bullet mold, above
only $65.99
Maxi-Ball Bullets, designed by Thompson Center:
T/C designed the Maxi-Ball to shoot well in a 48” twist. Single cavity.
#Lyman-454-616 Maxi-Ball mold, .45 caliber, 245 grain, only $65.99
#Lyman-504-617 Maxi-Ball mold, .50 caliber, 370 grain, only $65.99
Whitworth Bullets, for Parker Hale & Enfield Volunteer Rifles:
This .451” lubricated bullet fits the new .451 Enfield Volunteer rifle.
#Lyman-451-114 Bullet mold, .451 Volunteer, 450 grain, 1 cavity.
This .457” lubricated bullet fits Parker Hale’s Whitworth hex rifle.
#Lyman-457-121-PH Bullet mold, .45 caliber, 475 grain, 1 cavity.
#Lyman-(number)
Enfield bullet mold blocks
only $65.99
Pistol Bullet Molds:
Pistol bullet molds, popular designs, double cavity, for revolvers and
lever action rifles. Lyman mold handles are sold separately.
#Lyman-311-252 pistol mold, .30 caliber 75 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-313-249 pistol mold, .32 caliber 85 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-358-477 pistol mold, .38 caliber 150 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-358-665 pistol mold, .38 caliber 158 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-358-429 pistol mold, .38 caliber 170 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-401-043 pistol mold, .40 caliber 175 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-401-654 pistol mold, .40 caliber 150 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-427-666 pistol mold, .44 caliber 200 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-427-098 pistol mold, .44 caliber 205 gr. 2 cavity $65.99
.30
.32
caliber caliber

.38 or .357
caliber

.40
.40
S&W 10 mm

Bullet No: 311-252 313-249 358-477 358-665 358-429 401-654
Weight:
75 gr.
85 gr.
150 gr. 158 gr. 170 gr. 150 gr.
Top Punch: 465
226
429
495
429
43

401-043
175 gr.
649

578-675
405 gr.

685-069
730 gr.

.50
Maxi

454-616
245 gr.

504-617
370 gr.

Round ball molds:
We stock every ball diameter that Lyman makes, plus a
few special sizes. We often have a few of the older Lyman
ball and bullet styles. Visit our web site, to see one-of-a-kind
discontinued sizes, often available used, not listed here.
#Lyman-375-DC
Ball mold,
.375” ball,
2 cavity
#Lyman-440-DC
Ball mold,
.440” ball,
2 cavity
#Lyman-445-DC
Ball mold,
.445” ball,
2 cavity
#Lyman-451-DC
Ball mold,
.451” ball,
2 cavity
#Lyman-454-DC
Ball mold,
.454” ball,
2 cavity
#Lyman-457-DC
Ball mold,
.457” ball,
2 cavity
#Lyman-490-DC
Ball mold,
.490” ball,
2 cavity
#Lyman-495-DC
Ball mold,
.495” ball,
2 cavity
#Lyman-500
Ball mold,
.500” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-530
Ball mold,
.530” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-535
Ball mold,
.535” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-570
Ball mold,
.570” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-600
Ball mold,
.600” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-610
Ball mold,
.610” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-662
Ball mold,
.662” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-678
Ball mold,
.678” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-690
Ball mold,
.690” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-715
Ball mold,
.715” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-735
Ball mold,
.735” ball,
1 cavity
#Lyman-(diameter) round ball mold blocks only $65.99

#Lyman-429-215 pistol mold, .44 caliber, 210 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-427-666 pistol mold, .44 caliber, 200 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-429-244 pistol mold, .44 caliber, 255 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-427-667 pistol mold, .44 caliber, 240 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-429-650 pistol mold, .44 caliber, 300 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-452-664 pistol mold, .45 caliber, 250 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-454-190 pistol mold, .45 caliber, 250 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-452-424 pistol mold, .45 caliber, 255 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-452-490 pistol mold, .45 caliber, 255 grain, 2 cavity $65.99
#Lyman-452-651 pistol mold, .45 caliber, 325 grain, 2 cavity $65.99

427-098 429-215
205 gr.
210 gr.
43
421

.44 Special
.44 Magnum

429-667
240 gr.
649

429-244 429-650
255 gr. 300 gr.
421
421

.45 Colt
.45 Schofield

454-190
250 gr.
190

452-664
250 gr.
649

452-424
255 gr.
424

452-490
255 gr.
424

WARNING Melting lead and casting lead o bjects will expose you and others in the area to
lead, which is known to cause birth defects, other r eproductive harm and cancer. See instructions on
reducing exposure s upplied with product.
420

Lyman Bullet & Ball
Molds

.45
Maxi

Minie bullet molds:
Hollow base Minie bullets load easily, then expand to engage rifling.
Accurate in slow twist rifling, the center of mass is forward, making the
Minie bullet inherently stable. Civil War muskets were accurate with
Minie or round balls, in their slow twist barrels. Use our #Lube-SPG.
#Lyman-542-622
Minie mold, .54 caliber, 425 grain, 1 cavity
#Lyman-575-494
Minie mold, .58 caliber, 315 grain, 1 cavity
#Lyman-575-213OS Minie mold, .58 caliber, 460 grain, 1 cavity
#Lyman-575-213
Minie mold, .58 caliber, 510 grain, 1 cavity
#Lyman-575-213PH Minie mold, .58 caliber, 565 grain, 1 cavity
• The above .575” hollow base fits Parker Hale & Enfield muskets.
#Lyman-577-611
Minie mold, .58 caliber, 530 grain, 1 cavity
• The above .577” hollow base has a thick skirt for best accuracy.
#Lyman-578-675
Minie mold, .58 caliber, 405 grain, 1 cavity
• The above .578” designed for the North-South Skirmish matches.
#Lyman-685-069
Minie mold, .69 caliber, 730 grain, 1 cavity
• The above .689” hollow base Minie fits .69 caliber U.S. muskets.
#Lyman-(number)
Minie mold blocks, above
only $65.99

.44/40
caliber

427-666
200 gr.
649

Blue - Grey	  U.S. .69
Target	  Musket

452-651
325 gr.
649

Lyman Mold Blocks wear like Iron!
These precision mold blocks are made
in the U.S.A. and they are nice quality. The
special free machining iron mold blocks
hold heat, for even casting temperature.
Steel blocks never wear out, if properly
stored. Today, Lyman blocks are made in
large size only, with two cavities for small
bullets, or one cavity for large bullets.
Lyman mold handles sold separately.

